How do neurons and networks achieve their characteristic electrical activity, regulate this activity homeostatically, and yet show population variability in expression? In this issue of Neuron, O' Leary et al. (2014) address some of these thorny questions in this theoretical analysis that starts with the Central Dogma.
Two seemingly opposed conceptual threads wind through current experimental and theoretical analyses of neuronal and network activity. On the one hand, neuronal and network activity regimes are remarkably robust and can homeostatically rebound from long-term perturbation. This was first described in pioneering theoretical studies and experimental work employing neurons isolated from the stomatogastric nervous system of crustaceans. Such homeostatic plasticity has now been observed and modeled in cell culture, brain slices, and in vivo across invertebrates and vertebrates and has led to important concepts such as synaptic scaling (Davis, 2006; LeMasson et al., 1993; Marder and Goaillard, 2006; Turrigiano, 2007; Wenner, 2014) . An evolving notion is that intracellular [Ca 2+ ]-fed by Ca 2+ entry through voltage-gated Ca 2+ channels or Ca 2+ -permeable synaptic channels-serves as an effective signal of neuronal and network activity (Liu et al., 1998; Turrigiano, 2007) . A corollary of this conceptual framework is that neurons with different activity types differ in the suite of membrane channels that they express and the relative abundance of each channel type. In invertebrates, where individual cells are identifiable and have characteristic activity, this corollary has been emphatically supported and similar evidence exists for vertebrate neurons (Marder, 2011) .
On the other hand, many theoretical studies-again starting in stomatogastric nervous system-have indicated that model neurons and networks can achieve similar activity types with very different complements of membrane and synaptic channels (conductances) (Prinz et al., 2004; Marder and Goaillard, 2006; Marder, 2011) . These theoretical studies were followed by quantitative voltageclamp studies of expressed membrane and synaptic channels, their maximal conductances, and measurements of channel mRNA levels in single neurons (Amendola et al., 2012; Schulz et al., 2007; Tobin et al., 2009) . These studies confirm the theoretical work by showing that even with 3-to 5-fold variation of channel conductances and mRNA levels across individual animals, similar neuronal and network activity is observed.
How can these threads be woven together? The beginnings of an answer arise from the observation that in some cases across individual animals, neuronal maximal conductances (measured in voltage clamp) and mRNA levels of different channel types (measured in single cells) are, for some channels at least, linearly correlated (Schulz et al., 2007; Tobin et al., 2009) . Theoretical studies indicate that such linear correlations of different membrane conductances can maintain activity types (Hudson and Prinz, 2010 ] by continually modifying the expression rates of channels in the membrane. Such a feedback system depends critically on degradation of both mRNAs and channel proteins.
There are many surprising and reassuring insights to be derived from this simple model; I will only focus on two here that have broad implications. First, as illustrated in Figures 1B and 1C 
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1 s Figure 1 . Channeling the Central Dogma (A) A simple biochemical scheme for activity-dependent ion channel expression. Channel mRNAs are synthesized at a channel-specific rate, a mi , that depends on a Ca 2+ -activated universal transcription factor, T, and are degraded at rate, b mi . Functional channel proteins are produced at a uniform rate, a g , from mRNAs and degraded at a uniform rate, b g . (B) Examples of two cell types produced from the same set of seven voltagedependent channel types (indicated below as g i s: g Na , fast sodium; g CaS , slow Ca; g CaT , transient Ca; g KA , A-type/transient potassium; g KCa , Ca-dependent potassium; g Kdr , delayed-rectifier potassium; g H , hyperpolarization-activated mixed-cation). Left-hand plots: log-log plots of maximal conductance (g) evolution over time. Each example has a different set of regulation time constants (t mi s) for the conductances. Total duration for all simulations is 10 3 t g . Right-hand plots: membrane potential traces with current injection traces (À500 pA) shown below. living systems. Electrical activity can be determined by adjusting these time constants in a cell-specific and autonomous manner.
The second remarkable insight is that it is possible to construct a self-assembling homeostatically regulated network whose activity depends on specific properties (membrane and postsynaptic conductances) of the component cells. Using as a model the pyloric network of the stomatogastric nervous system, which produces a triphasic motor rhythm, and choosing expression time constants determined by desired conductance ratios, O'Leary et al. (2014) constructed functional networks that responded homeostatically to prolonged perturbation. The implication here is that cell-autonomous regulation rules can lead to adaptable networks because synaptic input influences electrical activity and thus Ca 2+ entry.
This remarkable paper, whose depths are hardly fathomed here, uses a simple model based on the Central Dogma of biology to ask fundamental questions about how electrical activity is determined and regulated by neurons and networks. It goes a long way toward finding theoretical answers. Is it perfect? Of course not. The simplifying assumptions about the Central Dogma itself might disturb some-DNA > mRNA > protein just does not cut it any longer given the last 50 years of progress studying the molecular biology of cells-but the model developed is a conceptual framework on which it is possible to build. So was the Central Dogma itself when it was first promulgated.
There are more substantive limitations in this vein. The model neurons are single compartments expressing channel proteins uniformly, whereas in real neurons spatial distribution of channels across a regionally diverse morphology is crucial to electrical activity. Future models will have to address this issue, perhaps by considering local protein transport and synthesis. Of more concern to a physiologist is the idea that all channels in the model are forced into linear correlations, whereas this is clearly not the case in living neurons (Schulz et al., 2007; Tobin et al., 2009) . What role do these uncorrelated conductances play in determining cell activity and how are they themselves regulated? How does modulation of membrane currents fit into such a regulation scheme and how are such modulated channels regulated (Krenz et al., 2013) ? Moreover, the paper rightly addresses the deep question of what aspect of neuronal activity is homeostatically regulated but downplays the fact that, at least in this model, what is really homeostatically controlled is [Ca 2+ ]; ion channels and thus electrical activity are mainly effectors in this regulation. There are many questions left unasked by this paper, but to this reader's eyes the Central Dogma has undergone a ''sea-change into something rich and strange.''
